Hold Your Torch Aloft!
I am White Cloud.
The Earth is preparing itself for transformation of a kind never seen before. It has
awakened to the new vibration that encompasses the Earth, stimulated by a ring of Lightworkers circling the planet. Whether you call it a circle or a ring does not matter.
It is as if torches of Light were passed hand to hand across the Globe. Each one fueling the
other, each one burning brightly in its own right, each one holding aloft the Light of Truth,
the Torch of Hope, the Living Fire of the Essence Itself.
How beautiful is the Light that shines within each torch held aloft, fueled by the Life Force of
the Earth itself, anchored in the crystalline core that releases all intelligence, all wisdom, all
knowledge, all courage, all strength, all capacity.
S-t-r-e-t-c-h to hold those torches aloft, each one with head held high reveling in the
upward flow of energy from the Earth itself. You are the Torch. You are the Light. You are
the beam that is arcing across the planet and lighting the universe in new ways that can
only bring joy and beauty and wisdom more deeply into the molecules that animate us all.
Hold your torch aloft and remind yourself of who you are, where you have been and where
you came from. For the essence of the torch is Light – it is the very essence of Life itself –
the Essence we all share.
So hold your torch aloft and bend it to Light your neighbor’s torch and send your neighbor to
light the next torch – and on and on and on – until the circle of Light is complete in every
heart, in every community, in every land – let it unite all as One. For we are all One, now
and forever.
Hold your lamp alight. Let it Beam! Let it foreshadow all that is to come. Let it enlighten
the world and Planet Earth shall be transformed now and forever.
Make haste to do our bidding. Become the Light that you are and always have been. Bring
the Light into the world and let it shine for all the world to see, for we are all One and in
that Oneness, we are all whole.
We are forever naked in the eyes of God and we are forever renewed in the Light that made
us, enfolded in Love, embraced by Love, re-birthed in Love, always in Love. For Love has
created us and Love will forever re-create us, always in the image of That which is Eternal
and glows in ecstasy beyond our imagining.
Be at PEACE. Be at LOVE. Be at JOY. Be at HOPE.
BE THE LIGHT – the Light that you are and the Light that you were born to be. Let your
Light SHINE. For you are free. Seek the wisdom in your heart. Obey its impulses until you
find that core of Divine Love, that seed from which you came and will forever grow Holy.
You are Holy.
Speak now with wisdom and strength. Love will lead you.
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So be it.

